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BEOWULF AND THE WORLD OF HEROIC ELEGY

By RAYMOND J.S. GRANT

Beowulf has justifiably attracted much critical opinion, some of which is valuable, some irrelevant, some absorbing, some tedious. I should like now to give some further reconsideration to the poem itself as it survives in BM MS Cotton Vitellius A. xv. I propose to discuss the text as a unified work of art by one poet and with a Christian colouring which is no mere interpolation. By "the poet" I mean the author who gave the poem its present form and heroico-elegiac tone.

The excavations at Sutton Hoo in 1939 and the subsequent work of numismatists dated the ship-burial as about 650-60 AD (although following re-excavation the current dating is somewhat earlier, around 625-30), and this strengthened the impression that the poem was written in the age of Bede (c. 672-735). Dorothy Whitelock has shown that Lawrence, Tolkien, Chambers, Klaeber and Girvan all argue for a date around 700; she herself, however, argues persuasively that a date in the eighth century, even in the late eighth century, is to be preferred on cultural, religious and historical grounds. A compromise such as c. 750 serves my purposes well enough. Although scholarly disagreements also centre round the poem's sources, origin, dialect, textual readings and historicity of persons, these are irrelevant to the poem as a work of literature.

Looking at the text itself, Beowulf takes us back to an age of heroes and valiant deeds. We behold a hero in action, moving on an elemental plane, combatting the powers of darkness, seeking to define his existence as a human being, performing deeds of valour with an epic grandeur that is nevertheless described in elegiac mood. Beowulf is a Geat, a hero set in the heroic past of the Anglo-Saxons in their original homeland among their Germanic forebears, yet there is little point in a map of seventh-century Scandinavia, for the background against which symbolic heroic deeds are performed is an equally symbolic one - Middangeard, Middle Earth. The main action concerns Beowulf's slaying of two supernatural beings, Grendel and his Dam, in Denmark, and later, in his old age, of the fire-dragon in his own kingdom. The poet alludes also to many other stories from the heroic age, two of which, the Scylding dynastic struggles and the Geats' wars with the Swedes and Franks, are given especial
prominence, but the main action, which is to be viewed against a traditional, heroic, pseudo-historical background, is fantastic, elemental and primal, and can also be viewed artistically and philosophically against the archetypal backcloth of Middle Earth.

The cosmology of Beowulf is the normal Germanic one of the human world as an enclosure defended against Chaos. In Norse sources, better preserved than Old English ones on this point, we read of the human Midgarðr, contrasted with Æsgarðr, the citadel of the Æsir rising in the centre of the circle of Miðgarðr, and with Ûtgarðr, the outer circle, the icy barrier of the world, the home of the giants, one remove from Niflheimr and the gulfs of Chaos. In Beowulf, the work of a Christian poet, there is no Æsgarðr, but we deal with the same Middle Earth of man and listen with the heroes to the sea crashing on the rocks and the surges of Chaos booming on the dykes of the world. As J.R.R. Tolkien wrote:

\[...\] we may still, against his great scene, hung with tapestries woven of ancient tales of ruin, see the hallað walk. When we have read his poem, as a poem, rather than as a collection of episodes, we perceive that he who wrote hallað under heofenum may have meant in dictionary terms 'heroes under heaven', or 'mighty men upon earth', but he and his hearers were thinking of the eormengrund, the great earth, ringed with garsecg, the shoreless sea, beneath the sky's inaccessible roof; whereon, as in a little circle of light about their halls, men with courage as their stay went forward to that battle with the hostile world and the offspring of the dark which ends for all, even the kings and champions, in defeat. That even this 'geography', once held as a material fact, could now be classed as a mere folk-tale affects its value very little. It transcends astronomy. Not that astronomy has done anything to make the island seem more secure or the outer seas less formidable.

This is the primal world of nature, and early interpretations of Beowulf were along the lines of nature myth. K. Müllenhoft tells us that Grendel and his Dam represent the North Sea flooding the coastal regions in the spring while Beowulf represents a friendly divinity who seeks to combat their onslaughts; summer peace is seen in Beowulf's long reign over the Geats, the attacks of autumn are seen in the fire-dragon and the cold of winter is seen in the hero's death. Chaos then is come again.

While it is too simplistic to view the poem thus purely as nature myth, there is no doubt that primitive myths of creation and of the cosmic battle between Chaos and Righteousness are behind some of the symbolic patterns of Beowulf. F. Klaeber points us to the landscape of Beowulf in his introduction:

Elements of nature are introduced as a background for human action or as symbols of sentiment. Nightfall,
dawn, the advent of spring signalize new stages in the narrative. The storm on the wintry ocean accompanies the struggle of the courageous swimmers. The swirl of the blood-stained lake tells of deadly conflict (847 ff., 1422, 1593 ff.). The funeral ship is covered with ice (33), and frost-bound trees hang over the forbidding water (1363). The moors of the dreary desert, steep stone-banks, windy headlands, mist and darkness are fit surroundings for the lonely, wretched stalkers of mystery. 'Joyless' (821) is their abode. Strikingly picturesque and emotional in quality is the one elaborate landscape picture representing the Grendel lake (1357 ff.), which conveys all the horror of the somber scenery and forcefully appeals to our imagination - a justly celebrated masterpiece of English nature poetry.

In Beowulf, then, Chaos and Unreason are represented by images of fire, the sea, and darkness, all encroaching upon the land and the light, upon the created human world.

Let us first consider the image of fire. In Old Norse and Germanic mythologies, the Ragnarök or Götterdämmerung - the Twilight of the Gods - is attended by fire; Surtr, the fire-god, raises his flaming sword, and the earth and the heavens are consumed by disintegrating fire. In the Christianized Beowulf, fire stands for hell-fire and the Apocalypse; we are told of the Danes:

\[ \text{Wa bið þæm de sceal} \]
\[ \text{þurh slfône nið} \]
\[ \text{in fyres fêpm,} \]
\[ \text{wihte gewendan!} \]
\[ \text{(ll. 183-6)} \]

When Grendel arrives in Heorot to devour the sleeping Geats, fire flares in his gaze:

\[ \text{Rabe æfter þon} \]
\[ \text{on fêgne flôr} \]
\[ \text{þode yrre-môd;} \]
\[ \text{ligge gelîcost} \]
\[ \text{fêond treddôde,} \]
\[ \text{him of ëagum stôd} \]
\[ \text{lêoht unîfêger.} \]
\[ \text{(ll. 724-7)} \]

By defeating Grendel, Beowulf purges Heorot of the forces of destruction, if only for a while - we are made conscious that Heorot will eventually be consumed by flames in the fatal feud with the Heathobards (ll. 81-5). In the underwater cave of Grendel and his Dam, a flame burns perpetually, by the light of which Beowulf perceives Grendel's mother (ll. 1516-17); the dragon slain by Sigemund (l. 897) melts in its own fiery heat, and Beowulf's final enemy, who wounds him mortally, is a fire-dragon. Finally, Beowulf himself is consumed by flames - the forces of Chaos which he was able to stave off for so long finally have their way with the hero:
The next archetypal image is the sea, which is inhabited by Grendel and his mother, by vicious sea-monsters and by the giants who were destroyed in the Flood of Genesis (cf. vi. 4, 12, 17), reference to which is made in the inscription engraved on the blade of the ancient sword which Beowulf brings from the cave of Grendel's Dam:

Hrōgār maēolode,  hylt sceawode,  ealde læfe.  On dēm was ēr writen  fyrm-gewinnen,  syðpan flōd ofslōh,  gifen gōtendo,  gīganta cyn;  frēcne gefērdon;  þat was fremde þēod  ēcean Dryhtne;  him þæs ende-lēan  þurh wateres wylm  Waldend sealde.  (ll. 1687-93)

It is in the waters that Beowulf fights monsters in the company of Breca. Unferth, whose name means "Un-peace", "Discord", is here a Chaos figure, giving a false account of Beowulf's swimming-contest with Breca (ll. 506-24). Beowulf, in a long description (ll. 530-81), gives the correct version of the story and tells how he slew sea-monsters by night. Beowulf thus establishes his credentials as a hero and is accorded the hero-worship he deserves, just as in the Odyssey Book VIII Odysseus, the guest of the Phaeacians, is insulted on purpose by Euryalus while observing an athletic contest and is thus given an opportunity of showing his mettle.11

It is, then, the duty of heroes in this mythical, archetypal world to combat evil beasts in the waters. Beowulf battles with the sea-beast, Grendel's Dam, in the mere; the wounded Grendel goes home to the waters; Hrothgar's guards watch the sea, for it is thence attacks come, not from the land. And when Beowulf is buried after being consumed by fire, it is beside the sea.

The third archetypal image of Chaos is darkness. When we first meet Grendel, we are given a description of his origin from Cain, the original murderer and begetter of giant broods, then see him setting off for Heorot in the darkness (ll. 115-17); he keeps up his attacks for twelve years, in the night (ll. 159-63). In like manner, the fire-dragon, infuriated by the theft of a goblet from
his barrow, waits for night in order to take vengeance:

Hord-weard onbad
earfoðlīc, oðræt æfen cwōm.
Was ēa gebolgen beorges hyrde,
wolde se læða līge forgyldan
drinc-fæt ðyre. ēa wæs ðæg sceacen
wyrme on willan; nō on wealle læng
bīðan wolde, ac mid bāle fōr,
fyre gefŷsed. (11. 2302-09)

These evil and monstrous deeds have to take place at night, for such evil cannot stand the light of common day, the light of God.

Light is used throughout the poem as an image of creation. Immediately after the building of Heorot, the scop sings a song of creation, a song about God’s rescuing of Middle Earth from the waters and lighting it with the sun and the moon to create life:

Dā sē ellen-gāst earfoðlīc
prāge gebolde, sē þe in þystrum bād,
þæt hē dōgora gehwām dēəm gehyrde
hlūdne in healle þær wæs hearpan swēg,
swutol sang scopes. Sēgde, sē þe cūpe
frumsceaf fīra feorræn reccan,
cwæð þæt sē ðelmhtigæ eorðan wurhtæ,
whīte-beorhtne wæng, swā wæter bebugēð:
gesettæ sige-hrēðīg suona ond mōnan
lēoman tō lēhohte land-būendum,
ond gefrætwæde foldan scētatas
leomum ond lēafum; līf ēac gesceðp
cynna gehwylcuum, þāra ðe cwícse hwyrfaþ. (11. 86-98)

This is the usual picture of the Anglo-Saxon world, painted by means of images of light and of warmth, fire under control. It is a commonplace to compare this passage with the famous passage in the Old English translation of Bede’s Ecclesiastical History containing the description of life presented to Edwin of Northumbria by one of his thegns in 627 in favour of the new religion being preached by Paulinus:

Pyslic me is gesewen, þu cyning, þis andweard
lif manna on earðan to wiđmetenesse þær tide, þe
us uncū ðis, swylc swa þu at swesendum sitte mid þinum
ealdormannum þegnum on wintertide, 7 sē fyr onalāð
þin heall gewyrmed, 7 hit rine 7 sniwe 7 styrme ute;
cume an spearwa 7 hrædlice þat hus þurhfeon, cume þurh
opre duru in, þurh opre ut gewite. Hwæt he on þa tid,
þe he inne bīō, ne bīō hrinen mid þy storme þæs wintres;
ac þat biō an eagan bryhtm 7 þat læstæ fāc, ac he sona
of wintra on þone winter eft cyneð. Swa þonne þis
monna lif to medmiclum fæce atyweð; hwæt þar foregange,
So, in Heorot, light, warmth and a hymn of creation stand for a human society attuned, for a brief while at least, to cosmic order and God's will. Heorot is splendid, decked with gold; its radiance now gleams over many lands. It is a Jerusalem on earth, such as is described in Solomon and Saturn; similar descriptions of Biblical cities occur in Genesis A, Judith and Andreas. In Beowulf, the treasure shines; the standard which Wiglaf takes from the fire-dragon's barrow to the dying Beowulf, reminiscent of that first standard by which Scyld is buried, shines as an image of kingship giving light to men. Irving points to the use of light as an image of human life and hall-joy in The Wanderer, and the archetypes of such images are those in Genesis i., 3, 4, 9 and 10.

Let us consider how these images of Chaos and Order operate throughout Beowulf. The circle of light representing human life is constantly under attack by Chaos - there is frost on the funeral boat that is to carry Scyld back to the waters whence he came; there is frost on the bough of the tree by the mere; Grendel, his Dam and the fire-dragon attack the land and the hall of light in the darkness, trying to extend the field of influence of Chaos; Grendel's Dam drags Beowulf down into the depths of the mere; the episode of Finn has treachery in the dark; winter and storm oppress Hengest and prevent his taking action; and the battle of Ravenswood traps the lordless Geats for a long, miserable night.

Beowulf's first journey to Denmark and his return thence are both easy because they take place during the day, on the surface of the water; the hero is described as *laȝu-craeftij mon* (1. 209) nevertheless. The land reached after the first voyage is a splendid one, with a fine road leading to the shining Heorot.

In the Breca episode, Beowulf is assailed by sea-monsters, storm, wind, and darkness:

```
Da wit ȝtsonne  on sǣ  wæron
fif nihta fyrst,  opþat unc flōd tōdrāf,
wado weallende,  wedera cealdost,
nipende niht,  ond norþan wind
heaþo-grim onðhwearf.  Hrēo  wæron ſy pa. (11. 544-8)
```

Note the images of cold, darkness and tumultuous ocean, followed by the description of victory:

```
ac on mergenne  mēcum wunde
be ȳō-lāfē  uppe lāgon,
sweordum āswefede,  þat syþpan nā
ymb brontne ford  brim-līōende
lāde ne letton.  Lēoht Šastan cōm,
```
Similarly, the mere where Grendel and his mother dwell (11.1357-76) is worth noting, with its impression of water, wind and darkness, with fire glowing under the water; the hart (OE heorot) will not enter the waters - the light of the hall (Heorot) or of God will not yet penetrate Chaos. When Beowulf jumps in, he is assailed by all sorts of sea-beasts seeking to rend him, the worst of them all being, of course, Grendel's Dam. When Beowulf slays her, however,

Lïxte së lœoma lœcht inne stōd,
efne swā of hefene hādre scīneō
rodores candel. (11. 1570-2)

When Beowulf swims back up through the waters, they are ordinary waters once more and now purged of monsters. The whole picture of the mere is reminiscent of the lake of Hell in the apocryphal Visio Pauli (and in the vernacular version of the Visio Pauli contained in the seventeenth Blickling Homily of the tenth century) and the parallel confirms the interpretation of this part of Beowulf - Beowulf has harrowed Hell.

wāron yō-geblænd eal gefēlsod,
ēacne eardas, pā sē ellor-gāst
oflēt līf-dagas ond pās lænan gesceaf. (11. 1620-2)

To emphasize this, we learn:

pā ḷet sweord ongan
afteo heapo-swāte hilde-gicelum,
wīg-bil wanian. ḷet wes wundra sum,
ḥet hit eal gemealt ḷe geiīcost,
ōonne forstes bend Fāder onlēteō
onwindeō wāl-rāpas, sē geweald hafaē
sāla ond mēla; ḷet is sōē Metod. (11. 1605-11)

When Beowulf and the Geats ride back from the mere after Grendel's flight, morning joy pervades the poem, and when Beowulf sails home again to the land of the Geats, the sun again shines brightly.

In this dark world of Beowulf, then, the function of a hero is to aid God in his maintenance of creation. God's powers are strangely limited in this poem; we have references to the Old Testament, but not to the New Testament except for the Apocalypse. D. Whitelock has argued that such a limited position is unlikely since conversions usually begin with the major doctrines of New Testament Christianity and pass later to the detailed stories of the Old Testament. Yet
Beowulf does not mention Christ at all, let alone the great Christian
dogmas of the Incarnation, Passion, Crucifixion, Resurrection and
Salvation of Mankind. K. Sisam has pointed out that the Old English
taste was for the Old Testament and Revelations; Bede tells us that
when Caedmon sang the first-ever Anglo-Saxon religious poem at Whitby,
he sang further of Genesis and of the future judgment as well as of
the life of Christ. It is to the point to consider to which parts
of scripture the Beowulf poet has restricted himself, and why.

The Anglo-Saxons were almost obsessed, in their homiletic
writings and poems, with the Day of Judgment and the ways of death
of men who have gone before. Lines 80-4 of The Wanderer, for example,
list the ways of death, and similar passages occur in four Old
English homilies. They are all based on the Biblical account of
the Apocalypse:

> And the sea gave up the dead that were in it, and
deadth and hell gave up their dead that were in
them; and they were judged every one according to
their works.  
[Apocalypse xx. 13]

The New Testament continues with a note of hope:

> And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes:
and death shall be no more, nor mourning, nor
crying, nor sorrow shall be any more, for the former
things are passed away.  
[Apocalypse xxii. 4]

But until that Day, the powers of darkness will prevail, and it is
precisely these powers mentioned in the Apocalypse that Beowulf
must combat. The circle of light that is human life is constantly
under attack by the powers of Chaos and darkness, and the hero fends
them off as well as he can, purging Heorot and Grendel's mere,
fighting monsters in the waters, harrowing Hell in order that God's
light may shine the more clearly upon His creation.

But man appears on earth, almost by accident, for a short time
only. At the end of the poem, the images of Chaos all turn upon
Beowulf: a fire-dragon flying by night brings fire to the land,
fire which eventually devours the hero's corpse; the only light
comes from the treasure of an earthly king and will not succour the
dying hero; and the land he dies on is a headland near the sea.
In a world where God is little more than wyrd, nothing is left for
the hero save death. Beowulf's last action is to command that
his barrow be built on the headland as a beacon to guide other
mariners across the ocean.

In a world which knows not the Christ who walks upon the waters,
who preaches peace and mercy, who makes gentle jokes about little
sparrows or the lilies of the field, life is brief and transitory -
llif is læne. This is the true theme of the poem, and underlies its entire elegiac aspect. For example, in the Finnsburg episode, the reference to the return of spring is not trite, but vital:

holm storme weol,  
won wið wiende;  winter ype belēac  
ɪs-gebinde,  ǭbǭt ǭper ǭm  
gēar in geardas,  swā nū gět dǭ/iǭ.  (ll. 1131-34)

Whatever men do in the slaughter-stained winter, the cycle of the seasons is not at all disturbed. The regular order of nature is not affected by monsters or by men - that is the pity of it.

It is, I think, valuable in studying this poem of monsters and men to consider their functions in turn, to view them against the background of the heroic world I have delineated and then attempt a final assessment of the poem.

Any study of the archetypal imagery of Beowulf must come to grips with the problem of the monsters and what they represent. The poem has come under attack in the past because of its concentration on monsters when in actual fact monsters are precisely what the poet chose to write on. The attack was launched by W.P. Ker:

In construction it is curiously weak, in a sense preposterous; for while the main story is simplicity itself, the merest commonplace of heroic legend, all about it, in the historic allusions, there are revelations of a whole world of tragedy, plots different in import from that of Beowulf, more like the tragic themes of Iceland. Yet with this radical defect, a disproportion that puts the irrelevances in the centre and the serious things on the outer edges, the poem of Beowulf is unmistakably heroic and weighty. The thing itself is cheap; the moral and the spirit of it can only be matched among the noblest authors.

Tolkien quotes the charge made by R.W. Chambers in his discussion of the Ingeld allusion:

Nothing [Chambers says] could better show the disproportion of Beowulf which 'puts the irrelevances in the centre and the serious things on the outer edges', than this passing allusion to the story of Ingeld. For in this conflict between plighted troth and the duty of revenge we have a situation which the old heroic poets loved, and would not have sold for a wilderness of dragons.
C.S. Lewis, too, seizes on this point:

Hengest, who ought to have been the Aeneas of our epic if the poet had had Virgil's notion of an epic subject, is mentioned only parenthetically.

All such critics seem to regret the fact that the *Beowulf* poet has not told some of the heroic tales mentioned in *Widsith* or *Deor* instead of talking at length about monsters. Their question is, 'Why did he not tell the whole Scylding story and not put the irrelevant monsters to the outer edges?' To sum up, they assume, of course, that what is important to them was what was important to the poet; the real problem, surely, is to decide what the poet's purpose was.

Tolkien's famous paper is very important in this regard, for it was the first strong claim that the main theme of *Beowulf* is the important one and that the background has been kept, quite correctly, in the background. One must suspend disbelief in monsters when reading *Beowulf* and accept that the poet is not telling a fairy-story but treating of a theme worth taking trouble over. In a world lacking our modern communications and our scientific knowledge, and which seems to be centred on a tiny explored area surrounded by forests and wastes, the Anglo-Saxons might well peer fearfully into the darkness and imagine all sorts of monsters lurking in the shadows.

Once again, the Old English translation of Bede's *Ecclesiastical History* is helpful. In Book III, Æthelwald of Northumbria gives Bishop Cælin land on which to erect a monastery:

\[
\text{Da gefultmode se bispoc þæs cyninges willan, 7 him stowe geceas mynster to getimbrigenne in heavum morum uppe, in þæm wæs mā gesegen scæadena deagolnesse 7 wildeora fernisse þonne monna eardungstow. Da after Esaias witedome, in þæm cleofum, þe är dracan eardodon, wære úppynende grownes hroedes 7 rixa: þæt is to ongeotonne, þætte acende waron wæstmas godra dada, þær är oðpe wildeor eardedon oðe meæ wunedon wildeorlice lifigan.}
\]

This is allegory, but a less sophisticated people would take it literally. Similarly, in Felix's mid-eighth-century Latin *Life of St. Guthlac*, translated into Old English in the 11th century, Guthlac goes to the fens on the Granta River near Cambridge in emulation of the Christian martyrs setting off into the desert, and he is assaulted by portents and terrors of unknown shape, by monsters and the phantoms of demons; men could not inhabit an island there 'on account of the unknown monsters of the wasteland and terrors of diverse shapes'. Conversion to Christianity did not kill belief in monsters, but then, why should it? It is not education so much as the spread of settlements that eventually killed belief in...
monsters. The poet probably set his tale in Denmark and the land of
the Geats to lend verisimilitude to his monsters through distance in
the same way as later ages were able to conceive of Dracula and
Frankenstein in places remote from civilisation such as Transylvania.

It is worth considering for a few moments the contents of the
Beowulf manuscript, BM Cotton Vitellius A. xv. It starts with the
latter part of a homily on St. Christopher, who is described in the
Latin original as twelve cubits high and in the Anglo-Saxon version
as twelve fathoms! He is not only a giant, but a monster with a
dog's head. The Old English Martyrology tells us that 'he had a
dog's head, and his locks were extraordinarily long, and his eyes
gleamed as bright as the morning star, and his teeth were as sharp
as a boar's tusks.'

Christopher is thus described as one of the race of dog-headed
cannibals, the Cynocephali, and the healfhundingas are also dealt
with in the next two (prose) works in the manuscript, The Wonders
of the East and Alexander's Letter to Aristotle. A lively interest
in monsters is therefore continued in Beowulf. The history of
Beowulf's lord, Hygelac, in the (eighth-century?) Liber Monstrorum
helps to confirm this conjecture:

Concerning King Huiglaucus of the Getae, and his
amazing hugeness.

Now there are also these monsters of amazing
hugeness, namely, King Huiglaucus, who ruled the
Getae and was slain by the Franks. Even when he
was twelve years old, no horse could carry him.
His bones are preserved on an island in the Rhine,
where it flows into the sea, and are shown as a
prodigy to people who come from afar.

It would distort Beowulf to take this idea of Hygelac as a
monster too far, but there is surely in BM MS Cotton Vitellius A.
xv and in this description of Hygelac sufficient to suggest that
the manuscript was compiled by someone interested in the theme of
monsters.

Granted the suspension of disbelief and granted a genuine belief
in monsters by the audience of Beowulf, one must ask, 'Why are there
monsters and dragons in a divinely-created world?' The poet is
surely attempting to answer the one great problem of philosophy -
the existence of evil in the world.

The Cotton gnomic poem tells us:

Draca sceal on hlæwe,
fröd, frætwum wæanc.

byrs sceal on fenne gewunian
änna innan lande.
The *Beowulf* dragon thus runs true to type, for he is old, likes treasure and stays in a barrow. On the other hand, Grendel is a *þyrs* and also runs true to type, living in the fens and feeling alone. The poet of a Christian era would have to explain to his audience how such animals came about in a Christian creation, and it is therefore no accident that early in the poem, just after the introduction relating who the Scyldings were, the scop sings a song of creation in Heorot. Human happiness of this sort would annoy any self-respecting monster, for spirits who lurk in darkness envy human happiness, but we notice that Grendel does not simply attack Heorot because he is the archetypal party-pooper; he attacks when he hears a song of creation. This is quite deliberate on the part of the poet; other bards in the poem sing of the heroes of the past, but this scop sings of creation, thus indicating that the Danes are Christians and that it is this that annoys Grendel:

```plaintext
Bā sē ellen-gāest earfoolīce
brāge gebolode, sē pe in ðystrum bād,
þēt hē dógora gehwām drēam gehyrde
hlūdne in healle; þēr wēs hearpan swēg,
swutol sang scopes. Sāgde, sē þē cūpe
frumsceafþ frīa feorran reccan,
cwæc þēt sē Almihtiga eorōan worhte,
wilte-beorchtne wāng, swā wāter bébugeð:
gesette sige-hrēþig sunnan ond mōnan
lēoman tō lēohte land-bȳendum,
ond gefrætwade foldan scēatas
leomum ond lēafum; līf śac gesceōp
cynna gehwylcum, þāra ōe cwice hwyrfaþ. (ll. 85-98)
```

This is based ultimately on the Vulgate version of *Genesis* i. 20 and 30, and this is the question stated directly - God made all creatures that move alive and thought it good; the monsters are not good, so God did not make them. Where, then, did they come from?

The early English church offered three answers to the problem. The first is based on an early interpretation of *Genesis* vi. 2 by Justin Martyr, who took the words *filii dei* to refer to the fallen angels. According to this view, the fallen angels produced demons and evil broods; the Flood destroyed their bodies, but their spirits lived on. In Guthlac A the saint struggles with demons in his fenland retreat, and the demons are described as the descend­ants of Lucifer, the warriors of the ancient enemy, who had been using the area as a rest-home. In Guthlac B the saint's tormentors are devils, sometimes in the form of beasts, sometimes in human form, sometimes dragons. This explanation, however, it not used by the *Beowulf* poet.

The second, the view of the *Beowulf* poet, is that the monsters were the brood of Cain, the archetypal murderer. This was the view of the Irish church, and it was Irish monks who first converted the English in the north. So, having introduced us to the story of
Genesis and creation in the song sung in Heorot, the poet introduces us to the first villain of the poem, Grendel:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Wæs sē grimma gāst} & \quad \text{Grendel hāten,} \\
\text{māre mearc-stapa,} & \quad \text{sē þē mōras hēold,} \\
\text{fen ond fasten;} & \quad \text{fīfel-cynnnes eard} \\
\text{won-sǣlī wer} & \quad \text{weardode hwīle,} \\
\text{siþān him scyppend} & \quad \text{forscīfen hǣfde} \\
\text{in Caines cynne --} & \quad \text{þone cwealme gewræc} \\
\text{ēce Drihten, þæs þē hē Æbel slēg.} & \\
\text{Ne gefeah he þāre fǣhē,} & \quad \text{ac hē hine fœor forwæc,} \\
\text{Mētod for þī māne,} & \quad \text{mān-cynne fræm.} \\
\text{nō hē þōne gif-stōl} & \quad \text{grētan mōstē,} \\
\text{māþūm for Mētode,} & \quad \text{nē hīs myne wisse.} \\
\text{Þænun uþyدراس } & \quad \text{ealle onwēcon,} \\
\text{eotenas ond ylfe ond orcnē-as,} & \\
\text{swylce gīgantas,} & \quad \text{þā wīð Gode wūnon} \\
\text{lange þrēge;} & \quad \text{hē him ðōs lēan forgealδ.} \\
\text{(11. 102-14, 168-9)}^{35}
\end{align*}
\]

The poet backs up this descent from Cain by referring to it again when Hrothgar finds the tale of the ancient strife when flood destroyed the race of giants written on the sword which Beowulf brings up from the mere (11. 1687 ff.). The other specific reference to Cain occurs in the passage which introduces us to Grendel's Dam:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Grendles mōdor,} & \\
\text{idēs, ēglāc-wīf yrmē gemunde,} & \\
\text{sē þē water-eagesan wunian scolde,} & \\
\text{celde strēmmas, siþān Cain wearō} & \\
\text{tō ecg-banan āngan brēþer,} & \\
\text{fāderen-mēge; hē þā fāg gewāt,} & \\
\text{morþe gemearcōd, man-drēam flēo[h]n,} & \\
\text{wēstēn warode. Þænon wēc fēla} & \\
\text{geṓsecaft-gāstā; wæs þāra Grendel sum} & \\
\text{heoro-wearh hetelec, sē ðēt Heorotē fand} & \\
\text{wæccendne wer wīges bīdan.} & \quad \text{(11. 1258-68)}
\end{align*}
\]

The Beowulf poet would seem to assume that his hearers are familiar with Biblical stories just as much as they are familiar with heroic legends. This belief in the monsters' descending from Cain is based upon another interpretation of Genesis vii. 2: 'The sons of God seeing the daughters of men, that they were fair, took to themselves wives of all which they chose.' This was taken to refer to the union of the descendants of Seth with those of Cain, and Genesis vi. 4, 'Now giants were upon the earth in those days', implied that the giants destroyed by the flood were to be identified with the descendants of Cain. Only the giants were destroyed by the flood, and the evil broods of sea-monsters lived on; a flood, after all, would not particularly distress Grendel and his Dam. This
interpretation of Genesis is given in Bede's commentary on Genesis and in the Old English poem Genesis.

The third answer is that Noah's wicked son Ham was the first person to be cursed after the flood; Irish sources suggest that he then gave birth to all the monsters. The deluge drowned the descendants of Cain, but then the monsters descended from Ham were conceived. This descent from Ham is not, as I have shown, the view of the Beowulf poet, but it seems to have been the view of the Beowulf scribe, for both of the references in the poem to Cain are blundered; l. 107 reads caines, altered from cames, and l. 1261 reads camp - obviously the scribe was familiar with the Ham theory.

The poet, then, has the minstrel in Heorot sing of creation, partly to raise this matter and partly to illustrate the theme that creation is God's. The monsters 'were not coeval with God; they did not exist before the creation of the world; they were not part of that creation; they were the offspring of sinful humanity, the progeny of the first murderer'. Heroes like Beowulf do God's work by combatting such monsters:

Tolkien points out that:

At this point new Scripture and old tradition touched and ignited. It is for this reason that these elements of Scripture alone appear in a poem dealing of design with the noble pagan of old days. For they are precisely the elements which bear upon this theme. Man alien in a hostile world, engaged in a struggle which he cannot win while the world lasts, is assured that his foes are the foes also of Dryhten, that his courage noble in itself is also the highest loyalty: so said thyle and clerk.

Grendel is described in terms used elsewhere to describe the devil, for example, 3odes andsaca, se ellenæst, wiht unhwlo, fæond mancynnes, helle hæfton, atol ðælæca, deorc dæapscua, heirlunā, synscaða, mānscaða. This does not, of course, mean that he is the devil, for that would make Beowulf Christ and we know where that can lead. Grendel is simply the enemy of God and the antithesis of Beowulf.

Grendel's Dam is of the same order of evil as her son, but she is not described in such terms of theological guilt as Grendel. She comes to Heorot to take revenge for her son's death when she carries
off the Danish counsellor Eschere, and this gives her a small excuse. She is to be regarded as a monster too, representing evil and descended of Cain, as we are specifically reminded. Beowulf has more trouble dispatching the female of the species as one might expect, and artistically a worse battle is required to avoid anticlimax.

The problem is the dragon. Tolkien\textsuperscript{1} seems to think all three monsters are of a similar order and kindred significance. T.M. Gang\textsuperscript{2} objects that the dragon is of a different order altogether from Grendel and his Dam; the dragon is never specifically named as the enemy of God, rather he is a figure of impending doom at the end of the poem. The vexed question is whether or not the dragon is an untýdro, whether or not he, too, is descended of Cain. Sisam points out that in some passages of Scripture and Christian writings the devil is represented by a dragon, but the fire-dragon is not very like the dragon of the Apocalypse; Sisam\textsuperscript{3} draws our attention to Augustine of Hippo's view that the devil is represented by the lion propter impetus and by draco propter insidias, thinking of the traditional wiliness of the serpent rather than the fiery breath of the Beowulf dragon.

Tolkien\textsuperscript{4} maintains that the conception of the dragon approaches draconitas rather than draco. Pace Tolkien, the dragon here is draco rather than draconitas, for the dragon is simply the animal dragon of the Cotton gnome. After the poignant lay of the last survivor and the burial of the treasure of the ancient poeple, the dawn-flier finds the barrow and settles on it as he should by his very nature. The dragon is all animal in Beowulf; his feelings and emotions are not analysed as in the cases of Grendel and his mother, for he has not thoughts, only animal behaviour. Look how he acts when he wakes and finds the thief's footprints:

\footnotesize

\texttt{Hord-weard söhte}
\texttt{georne æfter grunde, wolde guman findan,}
\texttt{bone þe him on sweofote sære geteode;}
\texttt{hát ond hréoh-mód hlæw oft ymbe-hwearf,}
\texttt{ealne Ætanweardne; nê dær ūnig mon}
\texttt{on þære wēstenne; hweðre wīges gefeh,}
\texttt{beadaue weorcæ; hwîllum on beorh thwearf,}
\texttt{siinc-fæt söhte.}  \quad (ll. 2293-2300)

This is a dog who has lost his bone.

When considering the use of monsters in Beowulf, I am not at all convinced that the study of parallels in other Germanic literatures\textsuperscript{5} is particularly relevant or helpful, for none of them are of the same date as the Beowulf poem and in none of them are the monsters what W.P. Ker would call 'in the centre.' For example, the dragon-slayings in the O.H.G. Nibelungenlied and the corresponding O.N. sources do describe Sigurðr (Siegfried) gaining an immense treasure by killing a dragon, but the heroes are not renowned principally for the dragon-control service they offer - that emphasis comes only with Wagner. Nothing of import is gained by a consideration
of Sigurdr's fights in Páfnismál, Völsunga saga, Æðreks saga or Snorri's Edda, of Ragnar's matter-of-fact serpent slaying in Ragnars saga Loðrókar or of Frotho's exploits in Saxo's Gesta Danorum. It is similarly a critical commonplace to compare the Grendel fight with Grettir's struggle with Glam in Grettis saga or the parallel battles of Örm, Bövarr Bjarki, Dórrstein, Gull-póirir or Samson. Yet even with the closest parallel from a much later century, we see that the fight with Glam is not central to Grettis saga as the fights are in Beowulf and that Grettir is cursed for his success where Beowulf is praised for a task seen in quite a different light. The best thing to do is to rely on the descriptions of the monsters given us in Beowulf itself.

It might be objected that the poet's descriptions of the monsters are rather vague, but, after all, the early mediaeval taste was for conceptualisation rather than for visualisation along the lines of the Renaissance poets. Closeness of detail helps one to visualise the monsters in Spenser; Sin and Death in Paradise Lost, Ariosto's Hippogriff, Drayton's monsters in PolyAlbion, and so forth, monsters influenced perhaps by the art of the Renaissance in heraldry, emblem books or the paintings of Giotto. The Renaissance response becomes an intellectual one where the Beowulf poet by his deliberate lack of such detail elicits an emotional response; he leaves the monsters vague, suggesting that in the primal darkness one may see two weird creatures of damnation in human shape and a fire-dragon breathing flame - the rest is left to the imagination of an audience that believes implicitly in monsters and their monstrosity.

The function of the monsters is, I think, now clear. We can answer the question 'Why does the Beowulf poet not have his hero fight other champions of other nations to get glory?' The answer is that the poet wants him to fight monsters and dragons. The monsters represent the offspring of Cain and are Chaos figures, belonging to the sea and the darkness, so a hero has no alternative but to aid God in the maintenance of His creation by opposing such creatures of damnation; the dragon, a fire image of Chaos, represents the final enemy, death, which no-one, not even Beowulf, can defeat. He is not Christ. As Tolkien has put it:

We do not deny the worth of the hero by accepting Grendel and the dragon. Let us by all means esteem the old heroes: men caught in the chains of circumstance or of their own character, torn between duties equally sacred, dying with their backs to the wall. But Beowulf, I fancy, plays a larger part than is recognized in helping us to esteem them... But though with sympathy and patience we might gather, from a line here or a tone there, the background of imagination which gives to this indomitability, this paradox of defeat inevitable yet unacknowledged, its full significance, it is in Beowulf that a poet has devoted a whole poem to the theme, and has drawn the struggle in different proportions, so that we may see man at war with the hostile world, and his inevitable...
overthrow in Time. The particular is on the outer edge, the essential in the centre.

C.S. Lewis also gets to the heart of the matter:

The fall of Virgil's Troy is a catastrophe, the end of an epoch. *Urbs antiqua ruit* - "an ancient city, empress of long ages, falls." For Homer it is all in the day's work. *Beowulf* strikes the same note. Once the king is dead, we know what is in store for us: that little island of happiness, like many another before it and many another in the years that follow, is submerged, and the great tide of the Heroic Age rolls over it . . . In Homer the background of accepted, matter-of-fact despair is, after all, a background. In *Beowulf* that fundamental darkness comes out into the foreground and is partly embodied in the monsters. And against those monsters the hero fights. No one in Homer had fought against the darkness.

Thus the world of *Beowulf* is a tiny circle of light on land surrounded by darkness and the restless, relentless ocean, an island universe rescued from Chaos by creation but only temporarily, an uneasy equilibrium between the forces of evil, represented by images of the sea, darkness and di screating fire, and the forces of good, represented by the land, the light and the warmth of the hearth-fire, an unstable stability, a fixity that is in fixity, a portion of time wrested from eternity and thereby made miserable.

The God of the poem, the God only of the Old Testament and the Apocalypse, does not seem to care particularly about man, an experiment gone wrong which should, perhaps, be abandoned. The function of a hero (as mentioned more briefly above) is to aid the limited power of God in the maintenance of creation by battling against God's adversaries, the Chaos monsters Grendel and his Dam, and inevitable death in the shape of the fire-dragon and of the funeral pyre. In this mighty endeavour, a hero gets himself no real reward and ultimately no real success; *lif is lāne: eal scæfe lāoht and lif somod, 'life is transitory: light and life together all hasten away'.* The tone is aptly dignified, for the poem is an elegy.

J.C. Maxwell tells us that *King Lear* is 'a Christian play about a pagan world'; the setting and the actions are pagan, but the values are Christian. *King Lear*, morally blind and spiritually depleted at the beginning of the play, learns sanity through madness and gains the Christian values of humility, brotherhood, love and mercy. In Marlowe's phrase, he is, at the end of the play, 'on the way to heaven'. He is permitted to learn Christian patience through suffering. *Beowulf* is also a Christian work of a Christian poet about a pagan world, but here the values of the poem are pagan. The God of the New Testament is missing from the poem, so *Beowulf* cannot
learn Christian patience; yet, since the poem is Christian in that we have in it the God of the Old Testament and of the Apocalypse, Beowulf is denied even stoic patience. All that is left for him is pessimism and death after a heroism of uncertain value.

Throughout the poem we are given to understand that beyond the instability of this world there is stability, outside time there is eternity. After the fearful winter at Finnsburg, spring returns as usual, swa nū gūt dō[i]ā (l. 1134). Compare also

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Metod eallum wēold} \\
gumena cynnes, & swā hē nū git dō[i]ā (ll. 1057-8) \\
Wolde dom Godes dādum rēdan \\
gumena gehwylcum, & swā hē nū gēn dō[i]ā (ll. 2858-9)
\end{align*}
\]

and Beowulf's last words - 'Ic him aefter sceal!'

Those critics who try to insist that Beowulf is purely a Christian poem point to the following facts. The universe is God's, and men on earth recognize this. The Danes in the newly-built Heorot listen to a song of creation (ll. 90-100); Beowulf, in the Breca episode, calls the sun beorht bācen Godes (l. 570); a son Beowulf is sent to Scyld by God (l. 13); glory in fight is granted to Beowulf against Grendel by God (l. 819); and Hrothgar's speech points out that Heremod was given strength by God but misused the gift (ll. 1716-20). This long speech of Hrothgar's to Beowulf is often with justification referred to as Hrothgar's sermon. Gazing on the sword-hilt Beowulf brings from Grendel's cave, with its message about the giants drowned in the flood of Genesis, Hrothgar proceeds to a mediaeval exemplum in which comparison with Sigemund praises the hero, comparison with Heremod warns him about the dangers of pride (ll. 1761-8).

The poet himself preaches us a sermon when the Danes pray to idols for help against Grendel. We have seen the Danes listen to a song of creation, and we have heard Christian speeches from the coast-guard, Wealhtheow and Hrothgar, referring to a God they now seem not to know:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Hwīlum hī gehēton} & \at hārg-trafum \\
wīg-woerþunga, & wordum bādon, \\
bat him gāst-bona & gēoce gefremede \\
wīc þēod-þreum. & Swylc wēs þēaw hyra, \\
hēðenra hyht; & helle gemundon \\
in mōd-sefan, & Metod hīe ne cūpon, \\
dādā Dēmend, & ne wiston hīe Drihten God \\
ne hīe hūru heofena Helm & herian ne cūpon, \\
wuldres Waldend. \quad (ll. 175-88)
\end{align*}
\]

Such reversion to heathen habits by Christians sometimes happened in times of stress; compare, for example, the following account
from the Old English version of Bede's *Ecclesiastical History* of the relapse to paganism of the East Saxons during a pestilence in AD 665:

Seo ilce magó pa Eastseaxna mid by heo wæced was mid by wæle þære foresprecenan deaðlicnesse, ða Sighere mid by dæle his folces, þe he heold, forlet þa gerynu þæs Cristnan geleafan 7 to hæðenisse was gehwyrfe. Forðon þe se seolfa cyning 7 his aldormen 7 monige of his folce lufodon þis deaðlice lif 7 þæt towearde ne sohton, ne þæt furðum gelefdon, þæt hit ḍ ware. Þa ongunnon heo þa heargas edniwian, þa ðe ar forlætene waren, 7 deofolgild weorþian 7 gebiddan, swa swa heo þurh þas þing meahton from þam woole 7 fram þære deaðlicnesse gescilde beon.

Trust in God and gratitude to Him is expressed several times in the poem. The coast-guard entrusts Beowulf and his companions to God (11. 316-18), and Hrothgar's immediate reaction to the news of the hero's arrival is that Beowulf must have been sent by God to aid the West Danes. Wealhtheow, Hygelac, Wiglaf, and Beowulf (during his escape from the mere) make similar remarks. All these observations might be dismissed as merely the commonplace of conversation, but it is not so easy to dismiss Beowulf's speech before his fight with Grendel (11. 685-8), telling us that the holy God may decree the triumph to whichever side seems meet to him, or his speech after the battle (11. 977-9), pointing out that God will sentence Grendel at the Last Judgment.

Beowulf does not make as many references to God as Hrothgar does until the second part of the poem when he is himself the leader of a people facing disaster. He wonders what he has done to so sorely anger the Almighty (11. 2329-32) in much the same way as the Old English homilists Ælfric and Wulfstan were to do later. Such instances could be multiplied easily, for the poet tells his audience quite clearly that Beowulf, Hrothgar and their peoples are Christians and that what one does in this world determines one's fate in the next. Klaeber even argues that Beowulf is a Christ figure and others tell us that the poem is a psalm about redemption in which Beowulf is Christ and Grendel is the Devil. Such critics in my opinion go to absurd lengths to examine only part of the evidence supplied in the poem on this matter; for an allegorical Christ, Beowulf surely does and says some very strange things! Here, we are told, we have a Christian poem written for Christians by a Christian poet and including frequent references to God in the person of the poet and in the speeches of the characters, a psalm about creation, a sermon about heathenism from the poet and a sermon on pride from Hrothgar.

I maintain, however, that *Beowulf* cannot be interpreted as a Christian poem in the fullest sense, for its values are pagan; by these values Beowulf is judged, and it is these values that are found wanting and lend the poem its elegiac tone. The poem equates
the pagan idea of Fate, of Wyrd, with Old Testament Christianity, which it would be quite impossible to do with New Testament Christianity. Admittedly there is a stability and order in eternity, but not here on earth; whatever takes place on earth, in Heorot, in Grendel's cave, in Finnsburg, does not affect the divine order one way or another. Men and monsters may do as they may - the universe shrugs. There is a song of creation, but it is Grendel, not God, who hears it. Light from God shines on the waters after the Breca episode and light lances through the waters of Grendel's mere after the slaying of his mother, but only after Beowulf has done all the work; there is not yet a Christ to harrow Hell - man has to do it himself. There is not yet a Christ to conquer death.

Again, Hrothgar preaches a sermon against pride and urging humility, but these values are not specifically Christian. They are part of the gnomic wisdom of the comitatus. I have already pointed out that such a list of ways of death is Apocalyptic and may be paralleled in several Judgment Day homilies and Biblical passages, and also that a similar list is contained in the Old English elegy, The Wanderer. Tolkien points to a parallel in another elegy, The Seafarer, and this so-called sum figure is developed in great elaboration in The Fates of Men in the Exeter Book, a terrifying danse macabre in which we have listed for us all the possible ways of death - falling from a tree, war, plague, murder, old age, being torn by the wolf or the eagle, being burned on the funeral pyre or drowned at sea, being hanged for a crime, and so on. These I regard also as the gnomic wisdom of the comitatus. Beowulf himself, towards the end of the poem, in an elegiac passage just before his final battle, considers the feelings of the bereaved father looking on the hanging body of his son (ll. 2444-59). Hrothgar's sermon exhorts the hero to accept knowledge of human limitation, as signalled by death. In the Iliad, Achilles goes out at last to avenge Patroclus by killing Hector, knowing he will thus bring about his own early death; Beowulf sets off to face the fire-dragon knowing he will die - what makes him heroic is the fact that he still goes, not any knowledge of pride.

It is common practice to regard the poet's sermon about the Danes' lapse from Christianity to paganism as an interpolation; both Tolkien and Whitelock adopt this solution. But I take it to be an expression of the fact that the Danes cannot really distinguish between God and Wyrd. Their song of creation and their prayers to God have not dispatched Grendel, so why not try an appeal in another court, at another shrine? Scarcely encouraging Christianity is the fate of one of Beowulf's men; the hero's troop go to sleep in Heorot, secure in their faith in the protection of God, yet Grendel enters and devours Hondscio without any objection from the Deity or his representative, Beowulf.

Finally, it is true that Beowulf and the other characters in the poem make frequent references to God and utter Christian gnomes, but they utter an equal number of gnomes about Wyrd and see no contradiction therein. For them, Wyrd and God are the same thing. For example, Beowulf tells Hrothgar,
65

Dær gelýfan sceal
Dryhtnes dôme sê þe hine dýð nimeð. (ll. 440-1)

and later:

Geða ða wyrd swâ hîo sceal! (l. 455)

Beowulf refers to the sun as beacen Godes, 'the beacon of God', then utters a pagan gnome:

Lœht ðæstan côm,
beorht beacen Godes, brimu swapredon
þæt ic sæ-mëssas geseon mihte,
wundige weallas. Wyrd oft nereð
unfægne eorl, þonne his ellen dêah. (ll. 569-73)

Beowulf attributes his victory over the sea-monsters to fate, saying, Hw^pere me gesslde, Yet it was granted me ... . (l. 574), and in telling Hygelac about his survival in Grendel's mere remarks, nas ic fæge þa gýt, 'I was not doomed as yet' (l. 2141). The poet himself comments on the man who escaped the dragon:

Swâ mæg unfæge  saðe gidîgan
wêan ond wrâc-slð, sê ðe Waldendes
hyldo gehealdeþ. (ll. 2291-3)

This is in a world in which God and Wyrd are equated; this is Christianity, but without Christ. Therefore, in this sense, Beowulf is not a Christian poem. 'What is it, then?', one might ask, and my reply must be Tolkien's; it is a heroic elegy.

Despite incidents, speeches and motifs which bring to mind corresponding parts of the epics of Homer and Virgil, Beowulf is not an epic. The scale is correct, the speeches are long enough in all conscience, and we follow the fortunes of a hero with whose destiny that of an entire people is inseparably linked, but we have no gods and goddesses, no divine intervention, no romantic interest; for example, Beowulf is not given a hero's reward by Wealththeow. Above all, we do not have battles between armies or champions as the main theme. Nor is the poem heroic in the usual sense of the word, for the same reasons. Our hero's monster fights are central to the poem where they would normally be mere incidents in a long list of battles. The heroic world is present, but only in the background (the family strife within the Scylding dynasty, the wars between the Geats and the Swedes, the wars between the Geats and the Franks, the story of Sigemund, the stories of Heremod, Finnsburg, Ravenswood) and this is what differentiates Beowulf.

The things that are heroic, however, are vitally important - the social structure based on the comitatus, the exaggerated rituals of courtesy, the traditional knowledge of the people and their
values, the concept of the hero. We first read of the comitatus in chapters 14 and 15 of Tacitus' *Germania,* and it is the basis of all Germanic heroic societies. The king or chieftain gives the gesiths and geneatas of his comitatus rings, food, shelter and protection; *hläford* derives from *hláfweard,* 'the protector/provider of the bread.' In return for these bounties, the thanes of the comitatus serve their lord in time of war, honour his name, and die by his side if they must; Byrhtnoth's men stand firm at Maldon, Harold's at Senlac Hill. So in *Beowulf* Hrothgar is the lord of the Danes, the protector of earls, the giver of rings. Hygelac, then *Beowulf,* perform the same function among the Geats. Gnomes throughout the poem point to the concept of the comitatus:

```
Swa sceal geong guma  gōde gewyrcean,
fromum feoh-giftum  on fæder bearnæ,
þat hine on ylde  eft gewunigen
wil-gesīpas,  þonne wīg cume,
leode gelǣsten;  lof-dādum sceal
in mǣgpa gehwām  man gepō[ha]n. (11. 20-5)
```

And when Beowulf has killed the fire-dragon, the poet remarks:

```
Swylc sceolde secg wesan,
þegn at ðearfe! - (11. 2708-9)
```

Absence of the comitatus is a common motif in elegy; *The Ruin,* *The Wanderer,* *The Seafarer* are all put on the lips of those who are outside their comitatus, and *Beowulf* includes the lay of the last survivor who is bereft of his comitatus. Grendel has no such comitatus, since God threw Cain far from mankind, so when he is referred to in terms usually reserved for exiles the poem has great irony; when the figure of Chaos takes over Heorot, we similarly get an inversion pattern - he cannot approach the throne, he will not pay wergild for those he has slain, but when he controls Heorot he is ironically described as *healdegen* (1. 142).

*Beowulf*'s comitatus accompanies him over the sea to Denmark and his thanes try uselessly to aid their lord against Grendel. During the second fight, they simply wait for Beowulf by the mere, and during the third battle they desert Beowulf altogether. The only person to help him against the dragon is Wiglaf, who is bound to him also by the bond of kinship. Wiglaf's speeches to the deserters show how the comitatus *should* have behaved (11. 2633-91) while his second speech ends with a gnome:

```
Dēað bið sēlla
eorla gehwylcum  þonne edwīt-līf! (11. 2890-1)
```

Anglo-Saxon verse has two collections of such gnomes in the Cotton manuscript and the Exeter Book. These pieces of traditional wisdom record the knowledge of the comitatus and define its values.
The names of things are important; when you can name something, you can say something about it and add to the store of knowledge. The Norse god Oðinn hung nine days and nine nights over the gulf of Chaos for knowledge; he stole the mead of poetry from the giants; he gave his right eye to Mimir to drink from her well of knowledge, and in the guise of the Wanderer he travelled the earth in search of knowledge and a true love. The Völuspá, or Prophecy of the Sibyll, which tells of the Ragnarök, the Doom of the Gods, has the refrain, *Vitum þér enn eða hvat?* 'Know ye more, or what?'

So in Beowulf the gnomes define the poet's world. The gnomes about the nature of a *draca* or a *pyrs* explored earlier showed that the dragon and Grendel and his Dam fitted the Cotton definitions. We can see now that Beowulf and Hrothgar fill the definitions of a good king, the comitatus does not meet the definition of a true comitatus, and so on. Towards the climax of the poem, gnomes come thick and fast:

```plaintext
swā sceal ēghwylc mon
ālētan lān-dagas.

Sinc ēaē meag,
gold on grunde, gum-cynnes gehwone
oférhlīgian hýde sē ðe wylle!

swā hit gedōfe biā
þat mon his wine-dryhten wordum herge,
ferhōum frēoȝe, þonne hē forþ scile
of līc-haman lædæd weordān.
```

Gnomes and genealogies put together give us the heroic code and define the roles of heroes and kings and their elaborate behaviour. When Beowulf and his men arrive in Denmark, they have to declare their lineage to the coast-guard, who shows them the way to Heorot. There they have to declare their lineage to Wulfgar to ask permission to enter when surely there is nothing Hrothgar wants more then the coming of a hero. Beowulf and his thanes must leave their spears and shields outside the hall, but are permitted to take their short swords with them into the presence. Hrothgar finds it necessary now to point out that he was a benefactor of Ecgtheow, father of Beowulf, and the ruffled feathers of Unferth, the local champion who has failed to fight Grendel, have to be soothed. To save Hrothgar's face, Hrothgar is described as a valiant battle warrior, most famous of fighters. When Wealhtheow later brings in the cup of beer, she offers it first to Hrothgar, for she is cyan gemyndig (l. 613), 'mindful of courtly etiquette'.

Based on all these points, the code of the comitatus is quite clear and simple - be mindful of the obligations of kin and of comitatus. Loyalty and bravery are valued above all else. Since death comes to all but the gnomes tell no more that is certain, an honourable death is the highest morality of the heroic honour-value.
The gnomes of the *Battle of Maldon* give this code its finest expression:

\[ H\text{h}3e\ s\text{c}e\text{a}l\ p\text{e}\ h\text{e}\text{a}d\text{r}\a,\ h\text{e}\text{o}\text{r}\text{t}\text{e}\ p\text{e}\ c\text{e}n\text{r}\e, \ m\text{o}\text{d}\ s\text{c}e\text{a}l\ p\text{e}\ m\text{a}r,\ p\text{e}\ u\text{r}e\ m\text{æ}\text{e}z\text{en}\ l\text{y}\text{t}\text{l}\text{a}d. 59 \]

These gnomes express the limit of the knowledge of the Anglo-Saxon comitatus, and its honour-value was capable of turning the greatest of defeats, death itself, into a virtue. In this connection Tolkien\(^60\) quotes in part W.P. Ker on the code of the Vikings:

The last word of the Northmen before their entry into the larger world of Southern culture, their last independent guess at the secret of the Universe, is given in the Twilight of the Gods. As far as it goes, and as a working theory, it is absolutely impregnable. It is the assertion of the individual freedom against all the terrors and temptations of the world. It is absolute resistance, perfect because without hope. The Northern gods have an exultant extravagance in their warfare which makes them more like Titans than Olympians; only they are on the right side, though it is not the side that wins. The winning side is Chaos and Unreason; but the gods, who are defeated, think that defeat is not refutation.

But applied to *Beowulf* this is a distortion. This is where Tolkien starts to go wrong, for the Old Norse *Völsunga* ends with the coming of a new earth, Gimle, and all the gods will live again with men in a new Paradise. *Beowulf* dies alone, without gods or men by his side, and cannot hope for any such future Elysium.

This is where the heroic poem shades into elegy, for all the heroic matters discussed fail *Beowulf* in the end. Just as the archetypal images of water and fire turn on him as he is burnt on a headland within sight of the sea and with Wiglaf ironically bathing his face with water, so all the values of the comitatus desert *Beowulf*. His men let him down and will not fight the dragon alongside him; he turned up as a hero to help Hrothgar, but no hero is at hand to help him in his extremity.\(^61\) The gnomes tell him that he must die, and that earthly glory must pass away, but no more than that. His ancestral weapon lets him down, for his sword snaps as he smites the dragon. Genealogy lets him down, for he has no son; he must die childless since succession on earth would be a substitute for that immortality which belongs to elegy:

\[
\text{ Nu ic suna minum syllan wolde } \\
\text{ guô-gewâdu, þêr mê gifeôe swâ } \\
\text{ ënig yrfe-ward æfter wurde, } \\
\text{ lîce gelenge. (11. 2729-32) }
\]
Further, Wiglaf is the last of the race, paralleling the last survivor of the previous human race:

 Pu eart ende-læf  ðusses cynnes,
 Wægmundinga; ealle wyrd forspéon
 mine mägas tō metodscæfte,
 eorlas on elne; ic him after sceal. (11. 2813-16)

This is the final gnome Beowulf has to tell.

Beowulf pathetically asks to see and touch the dragon's treasure, but he can do this only for an instant, and it is a sign of the fraility of mortality and the vanity of human wishes in any event. His honour-value as a person is intact but valueless if the context for it, the comitatus, is finished. For Beowulf there will be no Gimle; this brave man, dying for a comitatus that does not appreciate him, has nothing left. Faced with the onrush of the powers of darkness and the relentless flood of Chaos, all he can do is face death with dignity.

This is the very stuff of heroism, but no-one in the poem knows what heroism is. We learn of Beowulf's unhappy life when his special qualities were not appreciated (11. 2177-89). This man, who is the strongest of men in might in this life's day, who is so powerful that he breaks every sword he uses, is no ordinary man - he has to go where the clarion call of glory summons him. Hygelac does not understand this, however:

 Hu lomp ðow on läde, lœofa Ææowulf,
 þa ðu faeriga feorr gehogodest
 sæce sæcean ofer sealt water,
 hilde tō Hiorote? Ac ðu Hrōgare
 wīd-cūðne wēan wihte gebêttest,
 mērum ðōðne? Ðc ðæs móð-ceare
 sorg-wylnum sēað, sīde ne truwode
 lēofes mannes. Ðc ðē lange bæd,
 þæt ðū bone wæl-gæst wihte ne grētte,
 lēte Sū-Dene sylfe geweorðan
 guðe wið Grendel. Gode ðc þanc secge,
 þæs ðē ic ðē gesundne gesēon mōste. (11. 1987-98)

But Beowulf has to go. His final battle, however, is for his people, not for glory; the concept of the hero itself is now out of date. The whole poem ends ironically:

Swā begnornodon Gēata lēode
hlāfordes hryre, heorō-genēatas;
cwādon þat hē wāre wyrul-cyninga,
manna mildust ond mon-wæræt,
leodium iþost ond lof-geornost. (11. 3178-82)
'The most eager for fame' - they simply do not understand. Beowulf has to die, as he has done everything else, alone. As Tolkien puts it, 'He is a man, and that for him and many is sufficient tragedy'.

If this is the stuff of heroism, it is also the stuff of elegy, heroic elegy. The opening of the poem sets the tone of dignity and elegy for the whole. The funeral of an ancestor, surrendered once again to the Chaos whence he came for a brief sojourn, looks forward to the end of the poem, to the funeral of Beowulf himself. Scyld's name means 'shield', and Beowulf is the 'shield of his people' against the fire-dragon; to emphasize this, he makes a special shield of metal for the combat. Further, Scyld is buried beneath a standard, and from the dragon's barrow Wiglaf brings Beowulf a standard. To clinch matters, the half-line formula describing Scyld Scefing, 'æt wes gōd cyning' (l. 11), is repeated of Beowulf before his final battle (l. 2390).

To summarize my previous arguments, we are constantly reminded how transitory is earthly glory. Heorot, the moment it is built, is described being destroyed by flames. When Beowulf slays Grendel, a minstrel sings of the death of Sigemund, the dragon-slayer; when Beowulf kills Grendel's Dam, Hrothgar preaches him a sermon on the theme 'remember thou art mortal!' Costly treasure, symbol of mortality, is given to Beowulf after both victories, and before the final battle we have the interlude of the lay of the last survivor burying treasure no longer of use to his race:

Heald þu nu hrūse, þu heaoe ne mōstan,  
eorla ōhte. Hwat htr on ðē  
gōde begēaton. Gūd-dēaō fornām,  
feorh-bealo frēcne, fyra gehwylcne  
lāoda miōra, þāra ðē pis [līf] ofgeaf,  
gesāwon sele-drām; nāh, hwa sweord wege  
oðē feormie fēsted wēge,  
drync-fēt dēore dūguō ellor scōc. (11. 2247-54)

Once this tone has been set, it is maintained for the last part of the poem until it finally comes to rest after Beowulf's funeral:

þā ymbe hlāw riodan hilde-dēore,  
æpelīnga bearn, ealra twelfe,  
woldon ceare cwīōan, kyning mānan,  
word-gyd wrecan ond ymb wer sprecan. (11. 3169-72)

But this is not just the funeral of one hero; it is also the funeral of what he represents - a secular society or at least a Christian society that knows not Christ. It is a Ragnarök without Óðinn; an Apocalypse without a God of love; an elegy for man. Thus the world of Beowulf comes to an end with elegiac dignity and a reminder that līf is lāne.
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